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ABSTRACT
The pH-responsive one component signaling system CadC in Escherichia coli

T

belongs to the family of ToxR-like proteins, whose members share a conserved

IP

modular structure, with an N-terminal cytoplasmic winged helix-turn-helix DNA-

SC
R

binding domain being followed by a single transmembrane helix and a Cterminal periplasmic pH-sensing domain. In E. coli CadC a cytoplasmic linker
comprising approximately 50 amino acids is essential for transmission of the

NU

signal from the sensor to the DNA-binding domain. However, the mechanism of

MA

transduction is poorly understood. Using NMR spectroscopy, we demonstrate
here that the linker region is intrinsically disordered in solution. Furthermore,
mutational analyses showed that it tolerates a range of amino acid

TE

D

substitutions (altering polarity, rigidity, -helix-forming propensity), is robust
to extension, but is sensitive to truncation. Indeed, truncations either reversed

CE
P

the expression profile of the target operon cadBA or decoupled expression
from external pH altogether. CadC dimerizes via its periplasmic domain, but

AC

light scattering analysis provided no evidence for dimerization of the isolated
DNA-binding domain, with or without the linker region. However, bacterial twohybrid analysis revealed that CadC forms stable dimers in a stimulus- and
linker-dependent manner, interacting only at pH < 6.8. Strikingly, a variant with
reversed cadBA expression profile, which lacks most of the linker, dimerizes
preferentially at higher pH. Thus, we propose that the disordered CadC linker is
required for transducing the pH-dependent response of the periplasmic sensor
into a

structural

rearrangement which facilitates

dimerization

of the

cytoplasmic CadC DNA-binding domain.

2
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INTRODUCTION

T

Escherichia coli is commonly found in the intestine of warm-blooded mammals. In the

IP

human gastrointestinal tract E. coli is exposed to significant variations in pH [1].

SC
R

E. coli can counteract low pH by employing a battery of pH-regulatory systems.
Among them, the CadABC system responds to a combination of acidic pH and lysine
availability [2, 3]. These two signals are sensed by an interaction between the pH-

NU

responsive one-component signaling system CadC and the lysine permease LysP

MA

[4]. LysP inhibits signal transduction by binding tightly to CadC when no lysine is
available [4]. In the presence of lysine, CadC responds to low pH and activates the
transcription of the cadBA operon leading to production of CadA and CadB. The

TE

D

lysine decarboxylase CadA converts lysine under consumption of a proton into the
cadaverine and carbon dioxide, thus raising the pH of the cytoplasm [5-7]. As the

CE
P

polyamine cadaverine is more alkaline than the corresponding amino acid lysine, an
antiport of both molecules mediated by CadB also leads to an increase of the

AC

extracellular pH [8]. Remarkably, cadBA expression is negatively feed-back regulated
by the end products of the decarboxylase reaction, cadaverine and CO2 [2, 9, 10].
For an appropriate stress response the expression of CadC is fine-tuned by
elongation factor P (EF-P). EF-P alleviates translational stalling on polyproline
stretches [11]. CadC is a membrane-integrated transcriptional activator of the ToxR
family [12]. Thus, it combines sensory, signal transducing and DNA-binding functions
within one polypeptide chain. Specifically, CadC is composed of a C-terminal
periplasmic pH-sensing domain, a single transmembrane helix and an N-terminal
cytoplasmic winged helix-turn-helix DNA-binding domain [13-16]. Signal transduction
in ToxR-like transcriptional regulators is mediated without chemical modification [13]
and is thus the simplest form of bacterial stimulus-response mechanism. Recently, it
3
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was demonstrated that a patch of acidic amino acids at the interface between two
CadC monomers in the periplasmic domain is responsible for pH sensing [10].

T

Furthermore the three-dimensional structure of the pH-sensing domain was solved at

IP

a resolution of 1.8 Å [17]. The DNA-binding domain (amino acids 1-107) and the

SC
R

transmembrane helix (amino acids 160-178) are interconnected by a linker (amino
acids 108-159), which transduces the pH-dependent signal in an unknown fashion
(Fig. 1). However, the mechanism of signal transduction from the transmembrane

NU

helix via the intervening linker to the DNA-binding domain has remained enigmatic.

MA

In the present study, a combined biochemical and genetic approach was used to
investigate the structure and function of the linker in CadC. We demonstrate that the
linker is intrinsically disordered. In addition, while the linker itself does not undergo

TE

D

dimerization, it determines the disposition of the two DNA-binding domains in the
dimer in a stimulus-dependent manner and is thus intimately involved in signal

AC

RESULTS

CE
P

transduction.

CadC includes a poorly conserved linker segment
CadC sequences from Salmonella enterica, Shewanella piezotolerans, Aeromonas
hydrophila, Vibrio fischeri and Yersinia ruckeri were collected, and the degree of
conservation was investigated separately for each domain (Fig 1.). This identified
significant homologies within the DNA-binding and sensor domains. On the contrary
the primary sequence of the linker is not conserved and thus is mainly responsible for
the previously described divergence between CadC orthologs [18]. Beside the low
degree of sequence conservation, the CadC linker also varies significantly in length
(e.g., ~51 amino acids in E. coli, but 76 residues long in V. fischeri), suggesting that
4
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signal transduction from the transmembrane domain to the DNA binding domain

T

allows a high degree of variance of the amino acid sequence.

IP

The CadC linker is disordered in solution

SC
R

Secondary structure prediction of CadC1-159 with PSIPRED [19] had suggested that
the putative DNA binding domain ranges from amino acids 1 to approximately 107,
while the segment beyond residue 107 contains no secondary structure (data not

NU

shown). To characterize the conformation of the CadC linker region (defined here as

MA

comprising residues 108-159), we carried out NMR spectroscopy on CadC fragments
consisting of the DNA-binding domain alone (CadC1-107) or the DNA-binding domain
and the linker (CadC1-159). 1H,15N NMR correlation experiments are ideally suited to

TE

D

study proteins at single-residue level, as the amide group for each residue (except
prolines) gives rise to a cross peak in these spectra. 1H,15N correlation spectra of

CE
P

CadC1-107 are consistent with a well-folded domain, as indicated by a large spectral
dispersion of the NMR signals, typical for the presence of tertiary structure. The

AC

amide chemical shifts observed for residues 1-107 in the NMR spectra of CadC1-159
and CadC1-107 are basically identical, demonstrating that the globular DNA-binding
domain fold is not significantly affected by the linker segment present in CadC1-159
(Fig. 2). This becomes evident by superimposition of peaks from both samples (see
color code) and is indicated with selected assignments for residue numbers smaller
than 107. In contrast, all additional NMR signals that correspond to linker residues
exhibit proton chemical shifts in the range of 7.5-8.5 ppm (additional signals seen in
the spectrum of CadC1-159, Fig. 2 with selected assignments of residue numbers
>107 indicated). This limited chemical shift range is characteristic of the absence of
secondary and tertiary structure and indicates that the linker region in CadC 1-159 is
intrinsically disordered.
5
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We were able to assign almost all protein backbone resonances in CadC1-159
and first used

13

C secondary chemical shifts as a an experimental measure of

secondary structure [20] (Fig. 3 A, B). The differences of secondary chemical shifts

IP

T

(∆13C-∆13C) are plotted (Fig. 3 B), where C is the difference between the

SC
R

observed chemical shift and the chemical shift found in a random coil conformation
for a given amino acid. In the region spanned by amino acids 1-107, β-strand
(consecutive values below -2) and α-helical (consecutive values above +2)

NU

secondary structure is observed, but the segment comprising residues 108-159

MA

exhibits random-coil like values. This suggests that the C-terminal region is
intrinsically unstructured and flexible. We then probed the conformational dynamics
of the CadC1-159 backbone based on

15

N NMR relaxation measurements (Fig. 3 C-E).

TE

D

{1H}-15N heteronuclear Overhauser Effects values are sensitive to internal motions at
rates faster than the overall tumbling rate of a molecule in solution (Fig. 3, panel C).

CE
P

Values below the theoretical maximum of ~ 0.8 for rigid amide groups indicate fast
mobility of this residue. In fact, low {1H}-15N values are observed for CadC108-159,

AC

indicating mobility on a pico- to nanosecond timescale, while the N-terminal DNAbinding domain comprises a rigid and compact fold based on heteronuclear NOE
values around 0.8 (Fig. 3, panel C). Interestingly, the slightly less reduced values for
residues 108-159 imply that this region is less mobile than the two termini of the
polypeptide, which typically exhibit negative values (see residues 1-3 and 158-159 in
Fig. 3 C). Thus, the linker region appears not to be completely unconstrained and a
certain degree of order could be present transiently.
Local correlation times of the amides (c) were derived from longitudinal (R1)
and transverse (R2)

15

N relaxation rates to further characterize overall tumbling and

internal dynamics of the protein (Fig. 3, panels D-F). The CadC region beyond
residue 107 shows consistently larger longitudinal and smaller transverse relaxation
6
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rates (Fig. 3, panel D, E), implying a degree of conformational flexibility that is
consistent with absence of secondary structure and with the {1H}-15N heteronuclear

T

NOE data. The ratio of R1 and R2 was used to derive the local, residue-specific

IP

values for the tumbling correlation times (c) of the protein (Fig. 3 F). These data

SC
R

indicate two distinct average ranges with slower tumbling (c ~ 8.2 ns) for residues in
the DNA-binding domain (residues 1-107) and higher mobility (c ~ 5.5 ns) for the
linker residues 108-159. Thus, we conclude that the linker experiences higher

MA

NU

internal mobility and tumbles independent from the CadC DNA-binding domain.

The isolated cytoplasmic segment of CadC exists exclusively in monomeric

D

form

TE

Disordered linkers have been shown to play crucial roles in effector domain
oligomerization for signal transduction in bacteria [21]. Recently it was shown that

CE
P

CadC is active as a homodimer and that dimerization takes place in the periplasmic
domain of CadC [17, 22]. To determine whether the CadC linker might be capable of

AC

oligomerizing the DNA-binding domain, we used static light scattering, a method
which allows one to calculate a molecule’s molecular weight based on its light
scattering properties when freely tumbling in solution. Both CadC1-107 and CadC1-159
showed gel filtration profiles with a single UV-detected peak indicating sample
homogeneity (Fig. 4). At a concentration of 5 mg/ml the corresponding refractive
index data revealed both species to be monomeric, with virtually no deviation from
the theoretical molecular weight of the proteins (see legend to Fig. 4). To exclude
concentration-dependent effects, we also estimated the molecular weight of CadC1159

from the rotational correlation time based on the

15

N NMR relaxation data (see

previous paragraph and Fig. 3, panel F), noting that the tumbling of a molecule in
7
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solution is proportional to its molecular weight. From these data the molecular weight
of the DNA-binding domain was found to be in the range of its theoretical value (13 ±

T

2 kDa) at a concentration of 12 mg/ml. We thus conclude that, even at concentrations

SC
R

including the linker region does not form oligomers.

IP

well above the physiological range, the isolated cytoplasmic segment of CadC

We then asked whether the linker is involved in the formation of CadC
oligomers in the presence of or by interaction with membrane lipids. We prepared a

NU

DMPC:DMPG lipid mixture of 4:1 to mimic the presence of membranes with bicelles

MA

in vitro. As is shown in Supplementary Fig. 1, HSQC spectra of CadC 1-159 in the
absence or presence of bicelles do not show differences in chemical shifts or sitespecific line widths indicating that under our experimental conditions and at two

TE

D

different temperatures the cytoplasmic fragment of the protein does not interact with
membranes. At the same time we conclude that in our lipid mixture the presence of

CE
P

bicelles does not induce the formation of secondary structure in the CadC flexible

AC

linker or promote protein dimerization.

The CadC linker tolerates a wide range of amino acid substitutions
These findings indicate that the CadC linker is disordered and is not involved in
dimerization, leaving its role in signal transduction undefined. To probe this issue
further, we tested the functional relevance of charged amino acids within the linker,
since they might form salt bridges within the protein or interact with negatively
charged phospholipids. Using site-directed mutagenesis, we generated a set of
constructs in which negatively or positively charged amino acids were replaced by
alanine, glutamate or arginine (Table 2). Western Blot analysis demonstrated that all
the resulting CadC variants were produced and integrated into the membrane like
wild-type CadC (data not shown). To test their effects on PcadBA activation, we used
8
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the E. coli cadA::lacZ reporter strain EP314, which lacks the chromosomal cadC, and
complemented this strain with the constructs in trans [9]. β-Galactosidase activities

T

were determined for cells grown in minimal medium [23] under cadBA-inducing (pH

IP

5.8 in the presence of lysine) and non-inducing (pH 7.6 in the absence of lysine)

109

EEEGEE114 and

clusters
109

AAAGAA114 and

152

SC
R

conditions. First we focused on amino acids E125, D131, E147 and the two charged
KSKR155 in CadC. Variants E125A, D131A, E147A,

152

ASAA155, as well as

152

ESEE155, activated cadBA expression

NU

like wild-type CadC (Table 2). This result was unexpected, but supports the idea that

MA

the disordered structure of the linker in CadC, rather than its specific amino acid
sequence, is important for its function.

Replacement of the negatively charged cluster of glutamate residues by

TE

D

positively charged arginines (CadC-109RRRARR114) or inversion of the charges of the
two clusters (CadC-109RRRARR114_152ESEE155) resulted in non-responsive CadC

CE
P

variants (Table 2), which are presumably unable to bind PcadBA in vivo.
As the secondary-structure prediction program PSIPRED [19] pinpointed a
146

PEQSPV151 within the CadC linker as a possible structural element, albeit

AC

motif

with low confidence, chemical shifts of the linker (amino acids 108-159) were
analyzed with the 2D program [24] that calculates populations of secondary
structure in proteins, thereby including poly-proline-II (PPII)-helical content.
Interestingly, the prediction supports PSIPRED in that residues 146-152 are the only
motif that shows low (10-15 %) probability of PPII structure while the rest of the linker
is predicted as random coil with more than 90% likelihood (data not shown). The
motif

146

PEQSPV151was analyzed with BLAST [25] and conservation with other

proteins was found. In some proteins, e.g. neisserial surface protein A (NspA), this
sequence is actually part of a larger structural element, which led to the hypothesis
that conformational changes after stimulus perception might force this part of the
9
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linker to adopt an ordered structure. Spontaneous disorder-to-order transitions have
also been described for other proteins, such as the activator for thyroid hormone and

T

retinoid receptors (ACTR). In its free state, the activation domain of ACTR is

IP

disordered but, after binding to the nuclear co-activator domain of the CREB binding

alanine scanning mutagenesis of

146

SC
R

protein, ACTR forms three -helices in the complex [26]. We therefore performed
PEQSPV151, since alanine has high helix-forming

propensities [27]. However, all corresponding CadC variants (CadC-146AEQSPV151,
CadC-146PEQAPV151,

NU

CadC-146PEASPV151,

CadC-

PEQSPA151, CadC-146AAAAAV151 and CadC-146AAAAAA151) induced cadBA

MA

146

CadC-146PEQSAV151,

expression like wild-type CadC (Table 2). That alanine insertion does not disturb

D

cadBA induction supports the notion that the linker acts as a spacer to maintain a

TE

minimal distance between DNA-binding domain and plasma membrane.
A cluster of consecutive prolines

120

PPPIP124 is also present in the linker. We

CE
P

demonstrated recently that ribosomes stall at this polyproline stretch, and that
translation elongation factor P (EF-P) alleviates stalling [11]. Further studies indicated

AC

the physiological relevance of this translational control, namely to fine-tune the copy
number of CadC molecules [11].
Consecutive prolines are able to form rigid polyproline helices. Therefore, we
also asked whether extension of the polyproline stretch in the linker of CadC had any
effect on the activity of the protein. The following CadC variants CadC119

SPPPPIE125, CadC-119SPPPPPE125 and CadC-119PPPPPPE125 were tested for

PcadBA activation. However, all polyproline CadC variants behaved like wild-type
CadC (Table 2). Again, increasing the rigidity of the linker had no influence on signal
transduction.
Furthermore, a chimera was designed (designated as CadC-Vibrio), in which
the E. coli CadC linker (51 amino acids) was replaced with the corresponding region
10
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of V. fischeri (76 residues), lacking any sequential homology. Strikingly, CadC-Vibrio
was able to induce cadBA expression in a pH dependent manner (Table 2). Thus, not

T

amino acid composition but rather structural disorder is essential for proper signal

SC
R

IP

transduction.

The CadC linker tolerates extensions but is sensitive to [large] truncations
The findings described above indicate that the linker in CadC is relatively

NU

robust against amino acid substitutions. We therefore generated CadC variants in

MA

which the linker was either extended or truncated (Fig. 5). All the resulting variants
were produced in similar amounts to wild-type CadC and were stably integrated into
the membrane (data not shown). Their functionality was tested in the reporter strain

TE

D

EP314 [9]. CadC derivatives containing a partial duplication of the linker (two copies
of residues 120-151 or 145-151) activated cadBA expression like wild-type CadC

CE
P

(Fig. 5). However, deletion of short segments at or near the end of the linker
(CadC145-151, CadC146-151 and CadC152-158) led to detectable activation at

AC

pH 7.6, while leaving cadBA expression under normal (acidic) inducing conditions
largely unaffected (Fig. 5). Thus these amino acids are apparently dispensable.
Moreover, CadC variants that lack larger portions of the linker region (CadC120151, CadC128-151 and CadC133-151) induced cadBA expression at both acidic
and slightly alkaline pH, albeit to different levels (Fig. 5). Therefore, these more
extensive deletions result in constitutive, signal-independent activation of CadC, and
the DNA-binding domain is apparently locked into an active conformation. Even more
strikingly, the CadC variants CadC107-151, CadC108-151, CadC109-151 and
CadC115-151 activated cadBA expression in cells exposed to pH 7.6, but not at pH
5.8, i.e., these truncated CadC variants exhibit the opposite response profile to the
11
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wild-type (Fig. 5). This inverted pH response suggests that, in the absence of the
central portion of the linker (CadC115-151), the external signal is still correctly

T

perceived by the periplasmic domain, but is incorrectly interpreted on the cytoplasmic

IP

side.

SC
R

Similar effects have been observed for regions flanking the PAS domain of
NifL in Azotobacter vinelandii, where a helical linker connecting two PAS domains
undergoes a conformational re-arrangement concomitantly with signal transduction

NU

[21]. The linker region in E. coli EnvZ, which has a helix 1-loop-helix 2 structure, also

MA

plays a crucial role in propagating a conformational change [28]. We therefore
suggest that binding of CadC to its target DNA and/or interaction with the RNA

D

polymerase is modulated by a conformational re-arrangement of the cytoplasmic

TE

linker that enables it to induce cadBA expression.

CE
P

The linker controls the disposition of the DNA-binding domains in the CadC
dimer formed in response to environmental signals

AC

CadC is known to form dimers via its periplasmic region [17], but this
apparently does not cause either its linker or its DNA-binding domain to interact (Fig.
4). How intrinsic disorder mediates biological function remains largely unclear. To
uncover the role of the linker in controlling the conformation of the DNA-binding
domains, we used the bacterial adenylate cyclase two-hybrid system (BACTH), which
is based on the split adenylate cyclase (CyaA) from Bordetella pertussis [29]. We
fused the complementary subunits of CyaA (T18-CadC and T25-CadC) to the Nterminus of full-length CadC [4] and screened for interaction, i.e., dimerization of the
CadC segments signaled by galactosidase activation. The Saccharomyces
cerevisiae yeast leucine-zipper fusion constructs zip-T18 and T25-zip [29] were used
as positive controls (2,000 Miller Units) [4]. The effect of varying external pH values
12
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on the interaction between the two CadC hybrid proteins was analyzed in vivo. As
reported previously [4], we found a strong interaction between T18-CadC and T25-

T

CadC when cells were grown under cadBA-inducing conditions (pH ≤6.8), implying

IP

that CadC monomers are in close proximity (Fig. 6A). In contrast, no interaction

SC
R

between T18-CadC and T25-CadC was found when cells were grown under cadBA
non-inducing conditions (pH ≥6.8) (Fig. 6A). Cells producing the control fragments
zip-T18 and T25-zip were tested under the same conditions and, as demonstrated

NU

earlier, the interaction of zip-T18 and T25-zip was not influenced by the external pH

MA

[4]. Previously, the relationship between induction of the Cad system and external pH
had been monitored by determining cadaverine production as a measure of CadA

D

activity [2]. At a lysine concentration of 10 mM, galactosidase activities of the

TE

BACTH system and cadaverine production follow exactly the same pattern: both
activities begin to increase at a pH value of 6.8 (Fig. 6A). Hence the in vivo protein-

CE
P

protein analyses strongly argue that CadC homodimerizes under inducing conditions.
The CadC108-151 variant was also subjected to two-hybrid analysis, as

AC

truncation of the entire linker inverted the pattern of cadBA expression observed with
wild-type CadC (Fig. 6B). And indeed, for T18-CadC108-151 and T25-CadC108151, high galactosidase activities were measured at pH 7.6, and low activity was
found at pH 5.8. Hence, this variant also exhibits an inverted interaction pattern in
comparison to wild-type CadC.

DISCUSSION

Using a combination of bioinformatics and NMR spectroscopy we could show that
CadC proteins encompass a disordered cytoplasmic linker region that connects the
13
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DNA-binding domain to the transmembrane helix and hence is responsible for
transduction of the pH-signal. Systematic mutagenesis of the linker sequence

T

revealed relative robustness against amino acid substitutions. By contrast large

IP

truncation led to the identification of CadC variants being constitutively active or even

SC
R

producing an inverse activation pattern (e.g., activation at high rather than low pH).
Dimerization of CadC is necessary for proper signal transduction. However we found
the linker only in a monomeric form. Thus dimer formation might be exclusively

NU

mediated by the periplasmic pH-sensing domain [10]. The linker fragment is also

MA

conformational independent of the compact DNA-binding domain and exhibits a
degree of flexibility compatible with a lack of secondary structure. Altogether we
conclude that structural disorder rather than the sequence per se govern signal

TE

D

transduction via the CadC linker. This idea is consistent with the observation that
multi-domain proteins are often interconnected by disordered regions. The main

CE
P

role(s) of these linkers might be to act as a spacer between input and output domains
and/or provide orientational freedom [30].

AC

Our results suggest a model in which a drop in external pH causes the
disordered linker to undergo a conformational transition that enables adjacent DNAbinding domains to interact productively, thus allowing them to activate their target
genes (Fig. 7). From previous studies it was known that acidification of the
environment leads to protonation of a cluster of negatively charged amino acids at
the dimer interface in the periplasmic domain of CadC [10], which is thought to
stabilize dimerization of the sensor domain [10]. We now propose that this also leads
to structural re-arrangement of the cytoplasmic linker, which permits the DNA-binding
domain to homodimerize and enables cadBA induction (Fig. 7). Truncated CadC
linker variants cause either the converse (pH-dependent) or a pH-independent
response at the level of cadBA expression, confirming the importance of the linker for
14
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signal transduction and dimer formation of the DNA-binding domains (Fig. 7). The
linker thus couples the conformation of the periplasmic domain directly to the DNA-

T

binding domain, and virtually any truncation of the linker causes a misinterpretation of

IP

the incoming signal. It is important to note that information transfer is robust against

SC
R

amino acid replacements, secondary structures and extension of the linker. It is
conceivable that natural (species-specific) variations in linker length are required to
span various distances between the membrane and the DNA. The flexibility of the

NU

disordered linker would allow it to serve as a tether between the helix-turn-helix

MA

domain and the transmembrane helix. We assume that the linker in CadC transduces
the signal and defines the orientation of the DNA-binding domain. Likewise a linker
region in DesK, a multipass transmembrane histidine kinase of Bacillus subtilis,

TE

D

mediates signal transduction by adopting two conformational states [31]. The
histidine kinase EnvZ also has a cytoplasmic linker of approximately 50 amino acids.

CE
P

EnvZ linker variants had no effect on dimerization, and a role of the linker for the

AC

correct positioning of two EnvZ molecules within a dimer was proposed [28].

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Molecular biological techniques. Plasmid DNA and genomic DNA were
isolated using the HiYield Plasmid Mini-Kit (Suedlaborbedarf) and the DNeasy Blood
and Tissue Kit (Qiagen), respectively. DNA fragments were purified from agarose
gels using the HiYield PCR Clean-up/Gel Extraction Kit (Suedlaborbedarf).
Oligonucleotides were synthesized by Sigma-Aldrich. Restriction enzymes, calf
alkaline phosphatase (CIP), T4 DNA ligase, Phusion high-fidelity DNA polymerase
and One Taq DNA polymerase were purchased from New England Biolabs and used
15
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according to the manufacturer’s directions. Monoclonal anti-His antibodies were
obtained from Qiagen, and goat anti-(mouse IgG)-alkaline phosphatase conjugate
15

N-labelled ammonium chloride and U-13C glucose were

T

was supplied by Biomol.

SC
R

IP

purchased from Cambridge Isotope Laboratories.

Bacterial strains and growth conditions. E. coli strains (Table 1) were grown
overnight in Lysogeny Broth [32] or KE minimal medium [23] with 0.4 % (w/v) glucose

NU

as C-source. Both media were buffered with 100 mM potassium phosphate to either

MA

physiologically induce (pH 5.8) or repress (pH 7.6) cadBA expression by CadC. We
measured the pH of the medium after inoculation and before harvesting the cells and
found no significant differences ensuring pH-stability over time. For selection

TE

D

purposes, media were supplemented with antibiotics (ampicillin sodium salt: 100
µg/ml; kanamycin sulphate: 50 µg/ml; chloramphenicol: 34 µg/ml). Solid media were

CE
P

prepared with 1.5% (w/v) agar. E. coli strain DH5 [33] was used as cloning host for
the plasmids listed in Table 1. To determine cadBA expression in vivo, E. coli EP314

AC

[9], which carries a cadA-lacZ fusion and lacks the native cadC gene, was
complemented with the plasmids described previously [34]. E. coli BL21(DE)pLysS
[35] was used for expression of cadC from the T7 promoter. Competent E. coli cells
were prepared by treatment with RbCl and transformed as described previously [36].
The adenylate cyclase-deficient E. coli strain BTH101 was used for the BACTH
assay [29]. Genomic DNA extracted from E. coli MG1655 K-12 [37] served as
template for routine PCRs. Isotope labeling of protein for NMR studies was
performed in M9 minimal medium supplemented with

15

N ammonium chloride (0.5

g/l) and unlabeled or U-13C glucose (2 g/l).
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Construction of cadC variants. All plasmids used in this study are listed in
Table 1. The plasmids pET16b-cadC [38], pET16b-cadC-NheI (this work), pETM11

T

(Gunter Stier, Biochemiezentrum Heidelberg) and pETTrx1a (Gunter Stier,

IP

Biochemiezentrum Heidelberg) served as templates for mutagenesis. Mutagenesis

SC
R

was performed by two-step PCR using synthetic primers containing the desired
mutations [39]. A list of mismatched oligonucleotide primers is available upon
request. PCR fragments encoding the desired amino acid substitutions were cloned

NU

between the NcoI and BamHI restriction sites in pET16b-cadC (CadC_D131A,

MA

Cad_E146A, CadC_E109-114A, CadC_E109-114K, CadC_K152-155A, CadC_K152155E, CadCE-109-114K_K152-155E), the SpeI and BamHI sites of pET16b-cadC

D

(CadC-vibrio), the NcoI and NdeI sites of pET16b-cadC-NheI (CadC-107-151,

TE

CadC-108-151, CadC-109-151, CadC-115-151, CadC-120-151, CadC-128151, CadC-133-151, CadC-145-151, CadC-146-151, CadC-152-158) or the

CE
P

NcoI and XhoI sites of pETM11 and pETTrx1a (CadC1-107 and CadC1-159). Vectors for
expression and purification of cytoplasmic CadC contained TEV protease recognition

AC

sites for subsequent proteolytic removal of the tags. CadC variants carried an Nterminal 10xHis tag (pET16b-based variants) or a N-terminal 6xHis tag (pETM11and pETTrx1a-based variants) for immunodetection.

Cloning, expression and purification of recombinant proteins. LB medium
was inoculated with single fresh clones of E. coli BL21(DE3) or BL21(DE3)pLysS
cells and cultures were grown overnight at 37°C. A 1-ml aliquot of an overnight
culture was used to inoculate an expression culture. Cells were grown to an OD 600 of
0.9 at 37°C, induced with 0.5 mM isopropyl-D-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) and
grown overnight at 20°C before harvesting. Pellets were resuspended in lysis buffer
17
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(50 mM Tris, 300 mM NaCl, 4 mM TCEP, 15 mM imidazole, 1mg/ml lysozyme, 10
µg/ml Dnase I, and protease inhibitors, pH 8.0), and incubated on ice for 30 min prior

T

to sonication (8x45 s, 70% amplitude). Cleared lysates were then exposed to Ni2+-

IP

agarose beads. After intensive washing, beads were incubated with 500 µg/l culture

SC
R

of TEV protease in lysis buffer for 3 h and gentle shaking at room temperature.
Subsequently, the bead supernatant was collected, concentrated and passed over a
gel-filtration column in 20 mM Bis-Tris (pH 6.5) containing 500 mM NaCl. The

NU

monomer peak was pooled and salt concentration was adjusted to 150 mM. Due to

MA

its susceptibility to proteolytic degradation, CadC1-159 was additionally purified by
anion exchange chromatography. The gel-filtration buffer was exchanged for 20 mM
Tris-50 mM NaCl (pH 8.0) and the sample was loaded onto a 1-mL MonoQ column

TE

D

(GE Healthcare). A gradient from 50-500 mM NaCl was applied over a volume of 10
mL and fractions of 500 μL collected and analyzed by SDS-PAGE. Fractions devoid

AC

of CadC1-107.

CE
P

of degradation product were pooled and dialyzed against the buffer used for storage

NMR spectroscopy. Heteronuclear single quantum coherence (HSQC) NMR
analysis of CadC1-107 and CadC1-159 was performed in 20 mM BisTris (pH 6.5), 150
mM NaCl and 10% D2O. Backbone chemical-shift assignments for both polypeptides
were recorded at protein concentrations of 1.2 mM and 600 μM, respectively. HNCA,
HNCACB, CBCAcoNH, HbHaNH, HNCO, HNcaCO and 3D

15

N-edited NOESY

spectra [40] were acquired at 298°K on BrukerAvance III spectrometers equipped
with TCI cryogenic probe heads, at field strengths corresponding to proton Larmor
frequencies of 600, 800 and 900 MHz. Amide

15

N R1 and R2 relaxation data and

steady-state heteronuclear {1H}-15N NOE experiments were performed as described
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[41]. Spectra were processed with Topspin 3.2 and analyzed with CCPNMR Analysis

T

[42] and Sparky [43].

IP

Static light scattering. Static Light Scattering (SLS) measurements on CadC

SC
R

length variants (CadC1-107 and CadC1-159) were performed by connecting a Viscotek
TDA 305 triple array detector to an Äkta Purifier equipped with an analytical sizeexclusion column at 4°C. CadC1-107 and CadC1-159 samples (5 mg/ml) in gel filtration

NU

buffer were passed through a GE Superdex200 10/300 column at a flow rate of 0.5

MA

ml/min. The molecular masses of the samples were calculated from the
experimentally determined refractive index and right-angle light scattering signals
using the Omnisec software package (Malvern Instruments). The SLS detector was

TE

D

calibrated with a BSA solution (4 mg/ml), taking 66.4 kDa as the molecular mass of

CE
P

the BSA monomer and assuming a dn/dc value of 0.185 ml/g for all protein samples.

Determination of CadC-mediated signal transduction in vivo. The effects of

AC

all CadC variants on PcadBA activation were determined using a -galactosidasebased reporter gene assay. For this purpose the reporter strain E. coli EP314 was
transformed with plasmids encoding CadC or a variant of CadC (pET16b-based).
Cells from an overnight culture aerobically grown in KE minimal medium (pH 7.6)
supplemented with 0.2% (w/v) glucose [23] were inoculated into fresh KE minimal
medium containing 0.2% glucose (w/v) and buffered to pH 5.8 or pH 7.6 (100 mM
phosphate buffer), and the cell density was adjusted to an OD600 of 0.05. Where
indicated, lysine was added to a final concentration of 10 mM. Bacteria were grown to
mid-exponential phase (OD600 of 0.3-0.5) under microaerobic conditions, and
harvested by centrifugation. -Galactosidase assays were performed as described
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previously [34]. Enzyme activity was determined from at least three independent

T

replicates, and is given in Miller Units [44].

IP

In vivo protein-protein interaction studies using BACTH. Protein-protein

SC
R

interactions were assayed with the bacterial adenylate cyclase-based two-hybrid
system (BACTH) [29]. E. coli BTH101 was co-transformed with different pUT18C and
pKNT25 variants [29]. Leucine-zipper fusion constructs were used to test assay

NU

functionality [29]. The plasmids T25-zip and zip-T18 were purchased from

MA

Euromedex [29] and used as positive controls for interaction. The PCR fragments
used to generate the bacterial two-hybrid variants T18-CadC108-151 and T25-

D

CadC108-151 were obtained from plasmid pET16b-cadC-108-151 and cloned into

TE

pUT18C and pKT25 with enzymes XbaI and BamHI [29]. Cells were grown
aerobically overnight in LB supplemented with 0.5 mM IPTG at 30°C. These cultures

CE
P

were then used to inoculate fresh KE minimal medium buffered to pH 5.6-8.0 and
supplemented with 0.5 mM IPTG, 0.2% glucose and 10 mM lysine at OD600 of 0.05.

AC

Bacteria were grown to mid-exponential phase under microaerobic conditions at
30°C, and harvested by centrifugation. -Galactosidase assays were performed as
previously described [44].

Detection of CadC and its variants in the membrane fraction. E. coli
BL21(DE)pLysS cells [35] containing the plasmid of interest were grown to an optical
density of OD600 = 0.5 in LB. Overproduction of CadC and its variants was induced by
adding 0.5 mM IPTG, and bacteria were harvested 3 h post induction. Isolation of
membrane vesicles was carried out as described in [45]. The proteins were
fractionated by SDS-PAGE [46] on 12.5% acrylamide gels and transferred to a
20
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nitrocellulose membrane. Tagged proteins were labelled with primary monoclonal
anti-His antibodies, and immunodetection was performed colorimetrically utilizing a

SC
R

IP

T

secondary goat anti-(mouse IgG)-alkaline phosphatase antibody.

MA

NU
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FIGURE LEGENDS

T

Fig. 1. Domain architecture of E. coli CadC

IP

E. coli CadC consists of a DNA-binding domain with a helix-turn-helix motif [amino

SC
R

acids (aa) 1-107], a cytoplasmic linker region (aa 108-158), a single transmembrane
helix (aa 159-178) and a C-terminal periplasmic sensor domain (aa 179-512).

NU

Fig. 2. Comparison of NMR amide fingerprints of CadC1-107 and CadC1-159.

MA

Overlay of 1H,15N-HSQC NMR spectra of CadC1-107 and CadC1-159. Spectra are
colored according to the respective protein, i.e. CadC1-107 (red) or CadC1-159 (black).
The predicted secondary structural elements of the two polypeptides are

TE

D

schematically depicted at the top. Signals assigned to the backbone amides of
residues Trp106 and Tyr107 show small differences between the two proteins, as

CE
P

they are located in the segment that connects the DNA-binding domain to the linker.
Signals derived from the linker region beyond residue 107 in CadC1-159 (black) cluster

AC

in the center of the plot, which is typical for disordered residues and indicated by the
boxed region. Selected assignments are indicated by residue number.

Fig. 3. Structural analysis of the CadC linker region by NMR spectroscopy. (A)
Secondary structure of CadC1-159 derived from prediction in PSIPRED [19] and
analysis of secondary chemical shifts shown in B. Arrows indicate -strands,
cylinders represent -helices. Unstructured regions are depicted as straight lines,
links between secondary structural elements are indicated as loops. (B) Combined
Csecondary chemical shifts (∆C∆C) are plotted against CadC1-159 residue

13

numbers. The green dashed lines mark thresholds indicative of -helical (+2) or 25
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strand (-2) secondary structure at a residue’s position. (C) {1H}-15N heteronuclear
NOEs for backbone amides are plotted against CadC residue number. Errors derive

T

from peak height uncertainties in the underlying spectra and their propagation. The

15

N relaxation rates of CadC1-159 plotted

SC
R

Longitudinal (R1) and transversal (R2)

IP

green dashed line indicates the theoretical maximum value for rigid residues. (D, E)

against residue number. Errors derive from relaxation curve fits. (F) Tumbling
correlation time (c) values derived from the R2/R1 in D and E ratio of CadC1-159. The

NU

uncertainty in c is propagated from individual R1 and R2 errors and does not exceed

MA

2.6 ns. The dashed lines show the average values for residues that have two distinct
average values for the tumbling correlation times within CadC1-159. Gaps indicate

D

prolines, unassigned residues or residues discarded from the analysis due to fitting

TE

errors.

CE
P

Fig. 4. Oligomerization of CadC fragments probed by static light scattering.
Analytical gel-filtration chromatograms of CadC1-107 (panel A, expected molecular

AC

weight (MW): 12.6 kDa; 5 mg/ml) and CadC1-159 (panel B, expected MW: 18.2 kDa; 5
mg/ml) based on profiling of UV absorption (blue curves) and refractive indices.
Measured molecular weights derived from the elution profiles by the Omnisec
software are indicated. Insets show the main peak of interest (indicated by an arrow)
with their refractive indices and elution curves plotted as binary logarithm (log2MW),
respectively. Samples were run on a SD200 semi-analytical column (GE Healthcare)
of 23 ml volume.

Fig. 5. Effects of linker truncation on cadBA expression. A Reporter gene assays
were performed with E. coli EP314 (∆cadC, cadA::lacZ fusion), which was
complemented with plasmid-encoded cadC or the indicated cadC variants. Cells
26
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were grown to mid-exponential phase under microaerobic conditions at 37°C in
minimal medium buffered at pH 5.8 (black bars) or pH 7.6 (white bars) in the

T

presence of 10 mM lysine. The activity of the reporter enzyme -galactosidase, which

IP

serves as a measure of cadBA expression, was determined according to Miller

SC
R

(1972) and expressed in Miller Units (MU). The experiments were performed in
triplicate, and error bars indicate standard deviations of the mean. B Schematic
representation of the cytoplasmic linker in CadC. Deleted segments of the linker

MA

120-124 and aa 145-147) are boxed.

NU

region are indicated by residue numbers. In addition, two polyproline clusters (aa

D

Fig. 6. pH-dependent dimerization of CadC (A) and CadC-108-151 (B). A two-

TE

hybrid assay based on fragmented bacterial adenylate cyclase (CyaA) was used to
detect interaction of the hybrid pairs T18-CadC and CadC-T25 in vivo. Cells were

CE
P

grown to mid-exponential phase at 30°C under microaerobic conditions in KE
minimal medium buffered at pH 5.6-8.0 (A) or at pH 5.8 and pH 7.6 (B) and

AC

supplemented with 0.5 mM IPTG and 10 mM lysine. The activity of the reporter
enzyme β-galactosidase was determined and served as a measure of the interaction
strength [44]. The experiments were performed in triplicate, and error bars indicate
standard deviations of the mean.

Fig. 7. Model for CadC-mediated signal transduction. The pH sensor and
transcriptional activator CadC consists of a C-terminal periplasmic sensor domain
(ON state in green, OFF state in red), a single transmembrane helix (shaded black)
and an N-terminal cytoplasmic output domain comprising a linker and the DNAbinding domain (ON state in green, OFF state in red). A Signal perception by the
wild-type periplasmic domain switches the sensor into the ON state by inducing a
27
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structural rearrangement that is mediated by the cytoplasmic linker and thereby
enables the DNA-binding domains to interact with each other and activate cadBA

T

expression. B In contrast, the truncated CadC-108-151 linker variant induces cadBA

IP

expression in the absence of pH stress. This can be explained if truncation of the

SC
R

linker forces CadC to adopt the active conformation at physiological pH. At low pH
the periplasmic domain perceives the signal, and undergoes conformational changes
that are transduced to the DNA-binding domain in such a way as to switch the protein

AC

CE
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NU

into the OFF state.
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TABLE 1. Bacterial strains and plasmids used in this study

E. coli strains

SC
R

F- λ- ilvG rfb50 rph-1

E. coli MG1655

T

Relevant genotype or description

IP

Strain

–

F IN(rmD-rmE) ∆(lacIOPZYA) exa-1::MuDI1734 (Km lac)

E. coli EP314

cadC1::Tn10

source
[36]

a

F- endA1 glnV44 thi-1 recA1 relA1 gyrA96 deoR nupG

E. coli DH5α

Reference or

[9]

[33]

Φ80dlacZΔM15 Δ(lacZYA-argF)U169, hsdR17(rK- mK+), λ–
F– ompT r–B m–B dcm gal (DE3) pLysS (CmR) tonA

[34]

E. coli BTH101

F– cyaA-99 araD139 galE15 galK16 rpsL1 hsdR2 µrA1 µrB1

[30]

pET16b

Expression vector, AmpR

Novagen

pET16b-cadC

cadC in pET16b

[37]

pET16b-cadC-NheI

NheI restriction site in cadC

This work

pET16b-cadC-∆107-151

cadC-∆107-151 in pET16b

This work

pET16b-cadC-∆108-151

cadC-∆108-151 in pET16b

This work

pET16b-cadC-∆109-151

cadC-∆109-151 in pET16b

This work

pET16b-cadC-∆115-151

cadC-∆115-151 in pET16b

This work

pET16b-cadC-∆120-151

cadC-∆120-151 in pET16b

This work

pET16b-cadC-∆128-151

cadC-∆128-151 in pET16b

This work

CE
P

TE

D

MA

Plasmids

NU

E. coli BL21(DE3) pLysS

cadC-∆133-151 in pET16b

This work

pET16b-cadC-∆145-151

cadC-∆145-151 in pET16b

This work

pET16b-cadC-∆146-151

cadC-∆146-151 in pET16b

This work

pET16b-cadC-∆152-158

cadC-∆152-158 in pET16b

This work

pET16b-cadC-2x120-151

cadC-2x120-151 in pET16b

This work

pET16b-cadC-2x145-151

cadC-2x145-151 in pET16b

This work

pET16b-cadC-E125A

cadC-E125A in pET16b

This work

pET16b-cadC-D131A

cadC-D131A in pET16b

This work

pET16b-cadC- E147A

cadC-E147A in pET16b

This work

pET16b-cadC-109AAAGAA114

cadC-109AAAGAA114 in pET16b

This work

AC

pET16b-cadC-∆133-151

109

pET16b-cadC-

114

RRRGRR

pET16b-cadC-152ASAA155
152

pET16b-cadC-

ESEE

114 152

RRRGRR

_

155

ESEE

RRRGRR

152

cadC-

in pET16b

ESEE

155

in pET16b

This work
This work
This work

cadC-109RRRGRR114_152ESEE155 in pET16b

This work

cadC-146AEQSPV151 in pET16b

This work

155

pET16b-cadC-146AEQSPV151
146

pET16b-cadC-

cadC-

114

cadC-152ASAA155 in pET16b

pET16b-cadC109

109

PEASPV

151

146

in pET16b

This work

pET16b-cadC-146PEQAPV151

cadC-146PEQAPV151 in pET16b

This work

pET16b-cadC-146PEQSAV151

cadC-146AEQSAV151 in pET16b

This work

146

pET16b-cadC-

PEQSPA

151

pET16b-cadC-146AAAAAV151
146

pET16b-cadC-

AAAAAA

pET16b-cadC-vibrio

151

cadC-

PEASPV

151

146

cadC-

AEQSPA

151

in pET16b

This work

cadC-146AAAAAV151 in pET16b

This work

146

cadC-

AAAAAA

151

in pET16b

cadC-∆101-159-E.coli_Ins101-185-V. fischeri

This work
This work
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pET16b-cadC-119SPPPPIE125
119

125

119

125

pET16b-cadCpET16b-cadC-

SPPPPPE
PPPPPPE

cadC-119SPPPPIE125 in pET16b

This work

cadC-119SPPPPPE125 in pET16b

This work

119

cadC-

PPPPPPE

125

in pET16b

This work
This work

r

pUT18C

Expression vector, Amp

pKT25

Expression vector, Kanr

[30]

pUT18C-zip

Control plasmid, N-terminal CyaA-T18-yeast leucine-zipper fusion,

T

[30]

Control plasmid, N-terminal CyaA-T25-yeast leucine-zipper fusion,
Kanr

pUT18C-cadC

cadC in pUT18C (T18-CadC)

pKT25-cadC

cadC in pKT25 (CadC-T25)

pUT18C-cadC-∆108-151

cadC-∆108-151 in pUT18C

pKT25- cadC-∆108-151

cadC-∆108-151 in pKT25
Expression vector, Kan

NU

pETM11

R

SC
R

pKT25-zip

IP

Ampr

[30]

[30]

[4]
[4]
This work
This work
Gunter Stier, BCZ
Heidelberg

cadC-∆108-151 in pETM11

This work

pETM11-cadC1-159

cadC-∆160-512 in pETM11

This work

MA

pETM11-cadC1-107

R

pETTrx1a

Expression vector, Kan , Trx site

Gunter Stier, BCZ
Heidelberg

cadC-∆108-512 in pETTrx1a

This work

pETTrx1a-cadC1-159

cadC-∆160-512 in pETTrx1a

This work
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TABLE 2. Characterization of CadC variants in E. coli EP314
Reporter gene assays were performed with E. coli EP314, which carries a

T

chromosomal cadA-lacZ fusion and lacks the cadC gene. Cells were cultivated and

IP

β-galactosidase activities measured as described in the legend to Fig. 5, and are

SC
R

given in Miller Units [MU]. Production and integration of CadC variants into the

NU

cytoplasmic membrane was tested by Western immunoblotting (data not shown).

AC

CE
P

D

TE

CadC wild-type
No CadC
charged residues
CadC-E125A
CadC-D131A
CadC-E147A
CadC-109AAAGAA114
CadC-109RRRGRR114
CadC-152ASAA155
CadC-152ESEE155
CadC109
RRRGRR114_152ESEE155
transient helix
CadC-146AEQSPV151
CadC-146PEASPV151
CadC-146PEQAPV151
CadC-146PEQSAV151
CadC-146PEQSPA151
CadC-146AAAAAV151
CadC-146AAAAAA151
insertion of proline
CadC-119SPPPPIE125
CadC-119SPPPPPE125
CadC-119PPPPPPE125
CadC chimera
CadC-vibrio

cadBA expression
(-galactosidase activity [MU])
pH 5.8
pH 7.6
0 mM
10 mM
0 mM
10 mM
lysine
lysine
lysine
lysine
5±3
420 ± 37
4±1
3±2
3±2
4±1
2±1
3±1

MA

CadC variant

8±7
3±1
8±7
3±3
2±1
2±1
4±1
2±1

590 ± 62
504 ± 42
518 ± 42
230 ± 40
22 ± 5
376 ± 58
541 ± 73
14 ± 3

2±1
4±3
3±2
1±1
3±1
1±1
3±2
3±1

18 ± 2
15 ± 3
9±2
7±3
11 ± 2
22 ± 5
13 ± 4
4±1

3±2
1±1
1±1
4±3
6±2
6±4
7±3

369 ± 22
380 ± 40
410 ± 70
422 ± 45
321 ± 21
435 ± 51
381 ± 45

2±1
1±1
3±2
1±1
12 ± 2
5±3
4±1

3±1
11 ± 7
2±1
13 ± 4
7±4
4±1
5±2

8±4
7±4
4±1

389 ± 34
401 ± 46
433 ± 56

2±1
6±3
4±2

7±2
3±1
3±1

632 ± 65

492 ± 107

29 ± 11

155 ± 29
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HIGHLIGHTS:

Structure and function of the signaling linker in the pH-responsive one-component
system CadC



The cytoplasmic CadC linker is disordered in solution and robust against substitutions



The CadC linker translates an environmental stimulus into a structural rearrangement
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